iPad/iPad Mini Wall Bracket installation and operation.
www.iPadWallBracket.com
The iPad Wall Bracket (“IWB”) consists of two part, The front and back panels.

Secure Model
1. Use the wrench supplied to lock and unlock the IWB.
Insert the wrench into the small screw at the side of
the IWB and unlock by rotating it counter-clockwise
until it stops.

2. Lift the front panel from the back panel from the same
side as the screw. It will hinge up. Pull it out toward the
same end you lift to completely separate the front panel
from the back panel.
Do not use any excessive force in the process; the parts
will easily separate once unlocked.
3. To attach the bracket to a wall or any other surface, use
proper screws and dowels as needed. It should be capable
to support at least 5lb (2.5Kg). At least four screws well
spaced from each other should be used. Flat head screws
should be used to maintain clearance from the back of the
iPad. Any of the holes in the back panel can be used.

4. If a charger cable is required, connect it to the iPad.
Carefully inset the iPad into the bracket at an angle, and
push it flat into the bracket.

Keep holding the iPad securely!
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5. To close and lock reverse the opening procedure – at an
angle slide the front panel into the back panel assuring the
two tabs slide into location. Then push it back into place.

6. Lock them together by rotating the screw with the wrench
clockwise until it stops.
There is no need to strongly tighten the screw, it is meant to
provide a secured lock by reaching the stop with no
Magnet Latch models
Magnet Latch model follow a similar procedure, without the
need to use the wrench.
1. Pull the front panel from the back panel from the right side
with slight force to release the magnetic locking mechanism.
Then lightly keep pulling the front panel and then slide it away
from the back panel.
• Do not use any excessive force in the process; the parts will
Follow steps 3 and 4 above to attached the bracket and insert the iPad. Keep holding the iPad securely!

Slide the front panel back in and push into place. The magnetic
latch will secure it in place. No further locking is required.
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